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a plurality of circumferentially spaced, radially extend- 
ing tape support rollers rotatably mounted ia a stationary 
ritlg. The inner convolutioh of the tape pack is led from 
the tape reel periphery upwa&y through a tape Cover 

plate so as to provide tape stability. The tape is then 
led around and through a @ide roller housing which 
accurately guides and confines the tape before reaching 

The invention described herein may be manufactured the capstan assembly. 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 10 The capstan assembly far driving and tensioning the 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- tape comprises dual capstans mounted in the annular 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. region of the support plate and positioned along the tape 

This invention relates generally to a tape transport path on apposite sides of the magnetic record-playback 
mechanism, and more particularly to a tape transport and erase heads. AS the tape leaves the guide roller 
mechanism for driving and tensioning the recording me- 16 housing it enters the first of these capstans which has a n  
dium in a magnetic tape recorder. extremely low total indicated runout, thereby providing 

The telemetry system of a scientific satellite is designed constant velocity control. The tape is biased into en- 
to gather and transmit to ground stations the data needed gagement with the capstan and prevented from slipping 
to evaluate the detailed performance, the environmental by a rubber roller assembly springloaded against the cap- 
conditions, the attitude, and the general functioning of SO stan SO as to  press the tape into contact therewith. The 
the spacecraft systems. However, satellites are not at- tape then passes the transducer heads through a tape 
ways in an orbital position from which their data can be guide which assists in preventing vertical motion of the 
immediately relayed to a receiving station on the earth. tape as it passes the heads. The tape next is led about 
Therefore, some method of data storing or recording must the second or mailr capstan which is positioned with re- 
bi used until the satellite is in a position to transmit its 25 spect to the magnetic heads and the first capstan so as 
information to a ground receiving station. The record- to effect a straight-line path of travel for the tape; thereby 
ing apparatus for space applications is necessarily subject causing the tape to pass the heads in a linear manner. 
to stringent limitations as to power consumption, weight, The main capstan is designed to impart a predeter- 
size and performance characteristics. The recorder fur- mined slightly higher veloCity to the tape than the first 
ther must have a large data storage capacity and must be $0 capstan 50  as to thereby impart a positive tension to the 
extremely reliable and durable since it will be in con- tape segment passing the magnetic heads. This positive 
tinuous operation for periods of months or perhaps years. tape tension substantially eliminates instantaneous linear 

A recording apparatus employing an endless-loop tape s w d  variations and fluctuations from this segment of 
cartridge is presently considered to be the most practical the tape and enables a stable and accurate signal to be 
recorder for space applications since the single reef pro- 35 n ~ ~ ~ d e d  and played back. The slightly higher velocity 
vides compact storage; reversal mechanisms are not re- imparted by the second or main capstan is derived from 
quired for the record and playback modes; multiple inter- forming the second or main capstan with a slightly greater 
rogations are possible during the same orbit; the tape diameter than the first capstan. Since the linear tape 
can drive beyond one pass without requiring safety cutoff S P d  a t  which the tape is being driven by each capstan 
devices for the motors; and tap storage makes momentum 40 is Proportional to the circumference or peripheral dimen- 
compensation simple when required. The tape transport sion of the capstan it will be Seen that the second capstan 
mechanism described herein is especially adapted for US@ having a greater circumference has a correspondingly 
in precision endless-loop magnetic tape recorders of the greater linear h R e  driving speed. 
type capable of being flown in scientific satellites, as well After the tape leaves the capstan assembly it is led 
as being useful in less refined recorders. through a second guide roller housing and feeds back 

A primary problem area which must be overcome in 45 down onto the Outer convolution of the tape pack resting 
the development of tape recorders for space application on the tape support rollers Of the tape cartridge. 
is that involving instantaneous variation of the linear The dual capstans are connected to their drive motors 
tape speed as the tape passes the record-playback head, through a COmmOn pulley and belt system. Each CapStan 
and other tape fluctuations which are commonly referred 6o therefore is adapted to rotate at the same velocity, and 
to as wod, flutter, and skew. The presence of either of the effects of any speed fluctuations introduced by the 
these conditions results in distortion of the reproduced drive motors on the positive tape tension are negated 
signal due to phase or  frequency modulation of the sig- Since the speed of each capstan simultaneously increases 
nal, and a lowering of the optimum signal-to-noise ratio. or decreases in equal amount. In the illustrated em- 

Accordingly, it is an object of the instant invention to bodiment Separate drive motors are employed for the 
provide a new and improved tape transport mechanism for 55 record and playback modes. The linear tape speed will 
a recording apparatus having excellent high-speed tape be Seen to be dependent upon the capstan r.P.m. which 
driving characteristics. in turn is dependent upon the r.p.m. of the drive motors. 

It is another object of the instant invention to provide Other objects and many of the attendant advantages of 
a novel t a w  transport mechanism for imparting a posi- this invention will be readily appreciated as the same be- 
tive tension to the segment of tape passing the recorder 6o comes better understood by reference to the following de- 
transducer heads thereby enabling a stable, accurate, high tailed description when considered in conjunction with the 
quality signal to  be recorded and played back. accompanying drawings, wherein: 

The foregoing and other objects are attained in the FIG. 1 is an isometric view of the tape recording appa- 
present invention through the provision of a recording ratus embodying the instant invention; 
apparatus comprising a lightweight supporting plate hav- 65 FIG. 2 is a plan view of the recording apparatus; 
ing an endless-loop tape cartridge mounted eccentrically FZG. 3 is an elevational view, partially broken away, of 
therein, and a tape transport mechanism mounted in the the recording apparatus with tape pack removed; 
upper region of'the plate that is not occupied by the tape FIG. 4 is a partially schematic, sectionalized view illus- 
cartridge. The tape cartridge consists essentially of a trating the mounting of the dual capstans of the tape 
circular tape reel having a spirally coiled tape pack Wound transport mechanism in the support plate and the drive 
thereabout. The lower edges of the tape pack rest on arrangement for the cepstans; 
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FIG. 5 ( 0 )  is a plan view of the guide roller housing; 
FIG. S ( h )  is ii sectionnl vicw tahcn along line 5-5 

of FIG. S ( o ) :  :ind 
FIG. 6 is ;I p:irti;illy wclionaliicd. enliirged view illos- 

tr;iting thc rtibber rollcr iiswiibly biased into engagement 
with ;I capdan of the tape transport mechanism. 

Referring now to the drawings and more particularly 
to FIGS. 1 to 3, the tape recorder apparatus 10 is shown 
as comprising a support plate 12 mounted on a base plate 
14 and having a tape cartridge 16 eccentrically mounted 
therein so as to reduce the overall diametrical dimension 
of the plates. A tape cartridge especially suitable for 
use with the recording apparatus described herein is fully 
disclosed in my copending US.  patent application Ser. 
No. 319,893, filed Oct. 29, 1963. The cartridge 16 con- 
sists e\sentially of a 5tationary roller mounting ring 18 
having an array o f  circumfcrcntiiilly \paced, radially ex- 
tendins roller\ 20 (on ly  one of Nhich is shown) mountcd 
for idle rotation therein. A circular tape reel 22 is 
mounted for idle rotation about a shaft 24 securely 
fa5tened i r i  the bottom nicmber 26 of the cartridge. 

A spirally coilcd t:lre pack 28, see FIGS. 1 and 2, is 
woilnd about the tape rccl with the lower edges of its 
convolutions restiiig on the array of tape support rollers. 
A tape cover plate 30 having slots 31 and 33 formed 
therein is affixed to the support plate 12 in spaced rela- 
tionship to the array of support rollers. A plurality of 
guide rollers 32 for restricting vertical displacement of 
the t,qx are rot,:tably mounted on the plate. A tapered 
guide 3.1 is Fo\iIioned on the tape cover plate to align 
the tape 36 as it is draun through slot 31 from the inner 
conioiution of the spirally coiled tape pack. 

The t ~ p e  transport mechanism will be seen to include 
along the path of travel of tape 36 a guide roller housing 
38: a first capstan 40; a spring-Ioaded rubber roller assem- 
bly 42 biased inti, engagement with the first capstan; a 
vertical tape guide 44; a second or main capstan 46; a 
second spring-loaded rubber roller asrembly 48 biased 
into engagement with the second capstan; and a second 
guide roller housing 50. T h a e  components will be de- 
scribed in detail below. The tape 36 is drawn from the 
tape cartridge, passes through the fir5t guide roller hous- 
ing, around the dual captans ahich are positioned so 
as to effect a linear pas, of the tape by the transducer 
heads, through the second guide roller housing and back 
onto the outer periphery of the tape pack stored in the 
tape cartridge. 

The record-pla)back and erase heads 52, 54 are 
mounted in the support plate 12 bctween the first and 
second capstans and arc indented a few thousandths of an 
inch into the tspe path for maintaining contact with the 
tape. The record and playback motors 56, 58 for driv- 
ing the capstans are mounted in the upper region of the 
support plate in a clockwise direction from the aforesaid 
components positioned along the tape path. The drive 
arrangement connecting the record and playback motors 
to  the capstans u ill be described hereinafter in conjunc- 
tion with FIG. 4. 

In FIG. 4 the mounting of the dual capstans 40, 46 is 
i!lustratcd. The first capstan assembly comprises the 
capstan 40 mounted in duplex bearings 60 separated by 
spacers 62 in the basket or housing 64. The housing 64 
is mounted in an opening formed in the support plate 112 
by meacs of threaded fasteners passing through slots 
(not shown) provided in the projections 68 extending 
laterally from the housing. The use of such slots allows 
the capstan as%mbly a limited lateral movement for ad- 
justing the spacing between the two capstans. A pulley 
surface 70 is formed at the lower end of the capstan. 
The end caps 72 and the preload nut 74 are employed to 
retain the bearings and the capstan in alignment within 
the housing. 

The second or main capstan 46 is mounted to the sup 
port plate 12 in  \imilar manner to the first capstan 40 
cxcepiinn that s l O t ~  for allowinz lateral movement of the 
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~- I ._ ._. 75 53 attached to the support plate and biasing the housing 

A 
housing are not utilized. A pulley surface 76 having the 
identical preselected diameter to the pulley surface 90 of 
the first capstan is provided approximately midway on the 
capstan. A pulley cluster 78 is provided below pulley 

ij 94 on the lower end of capstan 46 for connecting the 
main capstan to the record and playback motors 56, 58. 
It will be noted that the pulley cluster 78 consists of two 
surfaces 80, 82 of different diameters. For ease of assem- 
bly the pulley member 78 may be separately constructed 

As pointed out above, one of the primary problems of 
high speed, highly refined tape recorders is that of signal 
distortion caused by tape fluctuations and linear speed 
variations as the tape passes the record-playback head. 

15 The capstans of the present invention are constructed to 
minimize this problem by applying a positive tension to 
the tape segment linenrly passing the magnetic heads. 
This is done by providing the second or main capstan 46 
with a slightly greater diameter than the first capstan 40. 

20 Since the linear tape speed at which the tape 36 is driven 
by each capstan is proportional to the peripheral dimen- 
sion of the capstan, it will be seen that the main capstan 
having a greater peripheral dimension has a correspond- 
ingly greater linear tape driving speed. This differential 

25 in tape driving speeds introduces a positive tape tension 
between the capstans and serves to Substantially eliminate 
instantaneous fluctuations and speed variations from this 
segment of the tape, thereby permitting a stable and ac- 
curate signal to be played back. 

The motors 56, 58 providing the drive power for the 
dual capstans are illustrated in FIG. 4. It is readily ap- 
parent that the motors and capstans are schematically ar- 
ranged in FIG. 4 to best illustrate the drive arrangement 
between motors and capstans. FIGS. 1 to 3 should be 

35 referred to for the actual positioning of these elements. 
The type motors utilized do not constitute per se a part 
of the instant invention and will not be described in detail 
herein. A description of similar type motors, their char- 

4o acteristics and associated switching, utilized in an earlier 
form of recording apparatus may be found in National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration Technical Note 
D-1542, published in February 1963, entitled, “A Preci- 
sion Endless-Loop Magnetic Tape Recorder for Space 
Applications,” by R. C. Falwell, K. W. Stark, and A. F. 

Further, it is contemplated that a single dual 
speed, brushless D.C. motor or a single dual speed, hyster- 
esis, synchronous motor may be substituted for the two 
motors illustrated. 

A record motor pulley 86 and a playback motor pulley 
50 88 are affixed to their respective motor shafts. Endless- 

loop polyester film belts 94, 96 connect the motor pulleys 
86, 88 respectively to the main capstan pulley cluster 78. 
A further polyester belt 98 connects the pulley 76 on the 
main capstan to the pulley 70 on the first capstan. The 
pulley surfaces 70, 76 must be precisely machined so as 
to have identical outer diameters thereby insuring uni- 
form rotational speed of the capstans. 
In FIG. 5 one of the two identical guide roller housing 

Bo components of the tape transport mechanism is shown. 
The component comprises a housing 38 threadedly se- 
cured to the support plate 12 by means of a threaded 
fastener 39. The shaft 41 for the guide roller 43 is aligned 
in upper and lower flanges extending from the roller 

85 housing 38. The roller 43 is rotatably mounted about the 
shaft and the tape 36 which is drawn therethrough is 
guided and confined between the curvilinear surface 45 
of the housing and the roller periphery. 

One of the identical rubber roller assemblies for biasing 
,o the tape against the capstans is depicted in FIG. 6 taken 

in conjunction with FIG. 1. The rubber roller assembly 
consists of a housing 48 mounted about a pivot shaft 
secured in the support plate 12 and having an arm 5 t  
extending therefrom. The arm 51 is engaged by a spring 

10 and press-fit onto the capstan 46. 

30 

46 White. 
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48 towards the capstan 46. A screw 55 passing through 
the arm and limit angle 57 mounted on the support plate 
limits the movemcnt of the housing towards the capstan. 
The roller shaft 59, threaded on its upper end, passes 
through and is secured in the housing 48 by nut 61. A 5 
rubber roller 63 is rotatably mounted through duplex 
bearings about the shaft 59. A slot 65 is formed in the 
rubber roller periphery to help guide the tape 36 passing 
between the capstan and roller and to prevent its vertical 
motion. The slot is cut to a depth slightly less than the 10 
thickness of the tape; for example, if the tape were .0014 
inch thick the slot could be cut .0010 inch deep. 

To further describe. the present invention, some param- 
eters of the tape transport mechanism of one existing 
embodiment will now be summarized. The tape utilized 15 
comprised 1200 feet of a 0.25 inch-wide lubricated mag- 
netic tape having a thickness of 0.0014 inch. The first 
capstan had a diameter of 2475 inch. The second or 
main capstan had a diameter of 2 5 0 0  inch. The cap- 
stans had maximum runout of 5x 10-5 inch and the rotat- 20 
ing components were mounted utilizing the duplex bear- 
ing technique. The bearings were preloaded. The poly- 
ester belt drives consisted of 0.001 inch thick Mylar belts. 
The drive s)stem uas designed to provide a record speed 
of 3.75 inch/sec. and a playback speed of 30 inches/sec. 25 
It will be evident to those skilled in the art that the 
magnitudes and dimensions set forth above are merely 
exemplary and may be altered to meet the requirements 
of the desired recording system. 

the present invention are possible in the light of the above 
teachings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
practiced otherwise than as described herein. 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 

tape recorder comprising: 

Obviously, numerous modifications and variations of 30 

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 35 

I .  A tape transport mechanism for an endless-loop 

a base plate; 
an annular support plate mounted on said base plate; 
said support plate having a circular opening eccentri- 

cally formed therein defining a peripheral support 
surface of varying width; 

40 

45 a tape cartridge mounted in said opening; 
said tape cartridge including a tape cover plate mounted 

flush with the upper surface of said support plate and 
having first and second slots formed therein; 

first and second capstans mounted in the widest portion 
of said peripheral support surface; 

first and second transducer heads mounted on said 
peripheral support surface between said first and 
second capstans; 

a motor mounted on said peripheral support surface; 
a pulley arrangement connecting said motor to said 

first and second capstans; 
said pulley arrangement applying an equal rotational 

force originating from said motor to each of said 
capstans; 

said first capstan being of slightly lesser diameter than 
said second capstan whereby a slightly greater speed 
is imparted to said tape by said second capstan to 
tension said tape as it passes the transducer heads; 
and 

an endless loop of at least 1000 feet of magnetic record- 
ing tape spirally wound on said cartridge with the 
innermost convolution of said tape drawn through 
said first slot by said capstans, past said transducer 
heads, and returned to the outer periphery of the 
spiral winding through said second slot. 

2. The transport mechanism of claim 1 wherein spring- 
loaded pressure rollers are pivotally mounted adjacent 
each of said first and second capstans to contact said 
tape and prevent slippage thereof as it is driven by said 
capstans. 
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